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Abstract: Migraine without aura is frequently reported in female patients with irritable bowel 

syndrome (IBS), but knowledge about the relationship between these two conditions is still 

lacking. This study was aimed to explore the particularities of migraine without aura in young 

female patients with IBS in order to establish a possible link between them. From a cohort of 

young female patients hospitalized with IBS in the Internal Medicine Department, 30 joined 

this pilot study, and they were assigned into two groups on the basis of presence or absence 

of migraine. In this sample, 15 patients have mild to moderate migraine without aura, with a 

recently taken normal brain scan, and 15 were without migraine. Diseases and conditions not 

related to migraine and other possible specific female comorbidities were ruled out. Patients 

undertook a thorough clinical examination in order to assess fibromyalgia (FM) and chronic 

pelvic pain (CPP), Questionnaires for migraine disability assessment (MIDAS) and generalized 

anxiety disorder (GAD) were performed. Laboratory testing of blood, urine, and stool were also 

performed. Optimized lymphocyte proliferation test for food allergy (FA) and a fecal microbiota 

(microbiological semiquantitative method) for dysbiosis (DB) assessment were performed. Based 

on the results, migraine-positive group displayed more severe comorbidities: FM (p=0.0002), 

FA (p=0.0006), CPP (p=0.026), higher scores of anxiety (GAD, p=0.0008), and more severe 

DB (p=0.0009). We noticed a strong positive correlation between MIDAS and GAD (r=0.83), a 

good positive correlation between MIDAS and DB (r=0.56), and a moderate positive correlation 

between MIDAS, FM, and FA (r=0.46 and 0.41). In conclusion, young female patients with 

IBS and migraine without aura displayed more severe associated issues – anxiety, intestinal 

DB, FM, FA, and CPP. The severity of migraine correlated well with anxiety range and DB 

magnitude and moderately with FM and FA.
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Introduction
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) continues to be an intriguing condition, both for the 

clinicians and for the experienced researchers. While we don’t yet fully understand 

the exact pathophysiological pathways, the great variability and lack of specificity of 

symptoms, as well as the overlap with several conditions, make IBS still puzzling.1

IBS is known as a functional gastrointestinal (GI) disorder, characterized by 

abdominal pain and altered bowel habits, in the absence of a specific or unique organic 

pathology, very often present in young women.2

Pain, either abdominal or extra-abdominal, is one of the most common complaints 

shared by patients with IBS, frequently resulting in a diminished quality of life. Some 

authors explained IBS pain pathophysiology as three parts of complexity: altered GI 

motility, visceral hyperalgesia, and an abnormal processing of information by the 

central nervous system (CNS). Altered GI motility includes distinct aberrations in 
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small and large bowel motilities and is probably associated 

with a generalized smooth muscle hyperresponsiveness. 

Visceral hyperalgesia characterizes IBS secondary to an 

enhanced perception of normal motility and rectosigmoid 

balloon inflation produces more pain at lower volumes in 

patients than in controls. Sensitization of the intestinal affer-

ent nociceptive pathways, which synapse in the dorsal horn 

of the spinal cord, could provide a unifying mechanism for 

abdominal pain.3

Functional pain conditions like IBS, fibromyalgia (FM), 

chronic pelvic pain (CPP), migraine, and temporomandibular 

joint disorder share many similarities. Recent studies reported 

that people having GI conditions experienced headache more 

often, including migraine. Many migraineurs complained of 

digestive disturbances not only within migraine’s attacks but 

also in intercritical periods. Migraine is frequently present 

in patients with IBS, as a comorbidity, sometimes along 

with other pain conditions of unknown etiology, result-

ing in increasing the burden of suffering and lowering the 

quality of life.4–7

Some studies concluded that migraine headache or other 

types of headache (cluster headache) are more likely to be 

present in people already having GI disorders.8

Headache is frequently reported in clinical observa-

tion and epidemiological studies in people with IBS, often 

coexisting with FM and other chronic pain syndromes and 

functional conditions. A prevalence study showed that people 

in IBS cohorts had significantly higher odds to have comor-

bidities (40%–80%) like migraine, FM, and depression.9 

Both disorders, migraine and IBS, are diagnosed to be more 

prevalent in young women.10

The aim of the study was to explore the particularities of 

migraine without aura in young female patients with IBS in 

order to establish a possible link between them.

Patients and methods
research participants’ recruitment
From a pool of young female patients (aged ,45 years) 

hospitalized with different clinical types of IBS (constipa-

tion predominant [IBS-C], diarrhea predominant [IBS-D], 

or mixed [IBS-M]) at the Internal Medicine Department, 

30 joined this pilot study, and they were assigned into two 

groups on the basis of the presence or absence of migraine: 

15 having migraine without aura of mild to moderate sever-

ity, with a recently taken normal brain scan, and 15 without 

migraine. We used the current flat rules of thumb for overall 

pilot trial sample size. As recommended, the pilot trial sample 

size was 30.11,12 Patients with diabetes mellitus, obesity 

(BMI .30 kg/m²), thyroid or collagen diseases, chronic organ 

failure (pulmonary, cardiac, or renal), cancer, associated 

inflammatory bowel disease, celiac disease or gluten sensitiv-

ity, ongoing or recent antibiotic treatment or use of probiotics, 

as well as smokers, were excluded.

The study was approved by the Ethical Board of the 

University of Medicine and Pharmacy “Victor Babes” from 

Timisoara and written informed consent was obtained from 

all the participants.

Procedure and data recording
Definition and diagnostic criteria of migraine changed over 

time reflecting the improved understanding of some disorders 

and the identification of new ones.13,14 The present study 

used the diagnostic criteria of migraine without aura, issued 

in 2010, by the Third British Association for the Study of 

Headache15:

Diagnostic criteria of migraine without aura are as 

follows:

•	 A: At least 5 attacks fulfilling criteria B–D;

•	 B: Headache attacks lasting 4–72 hours (untreated or 

unsuccessfully treated);

•	 C: Headache has at least two of the following character-

istics: 1) unilateral location 2) pulsating quality (varying 

with the heartbeat) 3) moderate or severe pain intensity 

4) aggravation by or causing avoidance of routine physi-

cal activity (example, walking or climbing stairs);

•	 D: During headache at least one of the following: 1) nau-

sea and/or vomiting, 2) photophobia and phonophobia;

•	 E: Not attributed to another disorder (history and exami-

nation do not suggest a secondary headache disorder or, 

if they do, it is ruled out by appropriate investigations or 

headache attacks do not occur for the first time in close 

temporal relation to the other disorder).

The assessment of migraine without aura was made by a 

qualified neurologist, taking into account the possibility that 

symptoms of migraine could be nonspecific and, therefore, 

could be present in other primary or secondary headache 

conditions.16,17

Assessment of severity of the migraine attacks was set 

according to the migraine disability assessment (MIDAS) 

questionnaire.18 The MIDAS questionnaire was used in 

order to assess the disability related to the headache during 

the daily activities (work, home, and family commitments, 

leisure or social activities). The disability due to migraine 

was graded into four classes according to MIDAS scores: 

0–5 as minimal, 8–10 as mild, 11–20 as moderate, and .21 

as severe disability.
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Definition and diagnostic criteria of IBS
As recommended by Rome III consensus,19 IBS as a func-

tional bowel disorder, has the following diagnostic criteria 

that has been fulfilled for the last 3 months with symp-

tom onset at least 6 months prior to diagnosis: recurrent 

abdominal pain or discomfort (uncomfortable sensation not 

described as pain) at least 3 days/month in the last 3 months 

associated with two or more of the following: 1) improve-

ment with defecation, 2) onset associated with a change in 

frequency of stool, and 3) onset associated with a change in 

form (appearance) of stool.

An FM diagnostic protocol was included as a special part of 

the clinical examination. Patients should meet three conditions: 

1) widespread pain index (WPI) $7 and symptom severity 

(SS) scale score $5 or 3, WPI ,6 and SS scale score $9; 

2) symptoms have been present at a similar level for at least  

3 months; and 3) the patient does not have a disorder that 

would otherwise explain the pain. Ascertainment 1) WPI: note 

the number of areas in which the patient has had pain over 

the last week: shoulder girdle, left; hip (buttock, trochanter), 

left; jaw, left; upper back; shoulder girdle, right; hip (buttock, 

trochanter), right; jaw, right; lower back; upper arm, left; upper 

leg, left; chest; neck; upper arm, right; upper leg, right; abdo-

men; lower arm, left; lower leg, left; lower arm, right; lower 

leg, right. Score will be between 0 and 19. For each of the three 

symptoms above, the level of severity over the past week was 

indicated using the following scale: 0= no problem; 1= slight 

or mild problems, generally mild or intermittent; 2= moder-

ate, considerable problems, often present and/or at a moderate 

level; 3= severe, continuous, life-disturbing problems.20

cPP diagnosis and severity assessment
CPP was defined as a functional regional hypersensitivity 

resulting in pelvic floor symptoms (urinary or anal distress), 

pain being continuous or recurrent, for at least 6 months. The 

scale of discomfort was set ranging from 0 to 3: 0, absent; 

1, mild; 2, moderate; 3, severe.21 Other possible female-

specific comorbidities were ruled out.

generalized anxiety disorder (gaD)  
self-assessment of anxiety
GAD self-assessment of anxiety score was used with 5, 10, 

and 15 cutoff points for different range of disturbances: under 

5, minor; 6–10, moderate; 11–21, severe.22

Food allergy (Fa) tests
FA tests as optimized lymphocyte proliferation test were 

also performed for 70 most frequent substances involved 

in alimentary allergic reactions in Central and East Europe 

(.95% of known fourth types of FAs). We noted 0 for 

a full negative test, 1 for single substance detected, 2 for 

two substances, 3 or more for as many as counted allergic 

compounds found.23

Blood smear and biochemical exams
Routine laboratory tests for erythrocyte sedimentation ratio 

(ESR), C reactive protein, tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-alpha, 

fasting blood sugar (glucose), alanine transaminases (ALT), 

creatinine, urine biochemical and bacteriological tests, and 

stool exams (calprotectin, Helicobacter pylori antigen, 

Giardia lamblia antigen, cytology, and fecal hemoccult) 

were performed.

The stool samples for the microbiological analysis were 

collected separately in special sterile containers. Each partici-

pant was briefed about the correct collection and transporta-

tion of the stool samples. The samples were brought to the 

laboratory as soon as possible. Processing of stool samples 

started at the maximum of 2 h time interval after collection. 

First, a progressive dilution in saline water from 10-1 to 10-5 

was performed. Then, 0.1 mL of stool samples were placed 

on the surface of special plates containing different culture 

media. Microbiological examination was performed in order 

to determine aerobe, anaerobe, and microaerophiles spp. and 

to assess the colony forming units (CFU) per gram stool.24 

The aerobe species (agar chromID and CPS) determined were 

Escherichia coli and E. coli variants, Proteus spp., Klebsiella 

spp., Enterobacter spp., Serratia spp., Morganella morganii, 

Citrobacter spp., Pseudomonas spp., Enterococcus spp., 

and Staphylococcus aureus. In order to detect the anaerobe 

species, plates were incubated at 37°C for 48 h on special 

culture media (anaerobe basal agar CM0972) under specific 

anaerobic microclimate conditions. CFU of Bacteroides spp., 

Bifidobacterium spp., Lactobacillus spp., Clostridium spp., 

Clostridium difficile, and all aerobic spp. were counted after 

Gram staining. Salmonella spp., Shigella spp., and Yersinia 

spp. were always checked out. In selected cases, toxins  

A/B of C. difficile, Norwalk virus, enteroaggressive E. coli 

strains (EAggEC), enterotoxic E. coli (ETEC) strains, and 

enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC) strains were also determined. 

Cultures for fungi Candida albicans and non-albicans 

and Geotrichum spp. were performed. After assessment 

of CFU for each species, increase or decrease of diverse 

microorganisms (+ modestly, ++ moderately, +++ greatly) 

was semiquantitatively reported. Borderline cases were also 

mentioned as (+) or (-). The microbiological chart of the 

stool ranged from physiological intestinal (normobiosis) 
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to various degrees of dysbiosis (DB): 1, mild; 2, moderate; 

and 3, severe.

statistical analysis
GraphPad InStat 3 and GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad 

Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) were used with the panel 

for continuous or categorical data. Descriptive statistic was 

run, and all mathematical numerical values were expressed 

as mean values and SD. The unpaired t-test was also used 

for statistical distribution and interpretation of p-values with 

95% CI. The cutoff for statistical significance was p#0.05. 

Calculation of chi-squared test was meant to compare the two 

groups when analyzed variables were categorical. Nonpara-

metric Spearman correlation test was performed, with the 

assessment of r coefficient, in order to state the magnitude 

and direction of correlations.

Results
Regarding the age of research participants, as seen in Table 1, 

there are no statistically significant differences between 

the two groups (p=0.7964). However, the second group 

(migraine positive) displayed significant differences related 

to comorbidities, like FM, CPP, FA, and anxiety score (GAD; 

p#0.05). Alcohol and substance abuse were more frequently 

recorded in the second group (IBS with migraine), but not 

in a significant range: 13.3% vs 33.3% for alcohol abuse, 

p=0.2027 and 6.6% vs 20% for drug abuse, p=0.2880. There 

was no statistically significant difference between the two 

study groups, related to the clinical types of IBS as well.

Comorbidities are more often present and at a higher 

range of severity in the second group (migraine positive), as 

seen in Figure 1A and B. FM is reported in only 33.3% in 

the first group (migraine negative) compared with the second 

group (migraine positive), where almost all patients (80%) 

had this complaint. The same condition was seen for CPP 

(40% vs 93.3%). FAs were also more frequently found in the 

second group (migraine positive): 80% vs 33.3%. DB was 

often seen in both groups, however, the second one (migraine 

positive) displayed more severe forms.

Figure 2 displays the severity of anxiety (GAD) in research 

participants, highlighting the fact that the second study group 

(migraine positive) encountered more severe forms, showing 

a statistically significant difference when compared with the 

first group (migraine negative), p=0.0008.

As shown in Table 2, no statistically significant differ-

ences were noted between our two groups concerning differ-

ent biological data: ESR, hemoglobin (Hb), leucocytes (L), 

platelets (Plt), glucose (Gl), creatinine (creat), and transami-

nases (ALT). However, the study of fecal microbiota dis-

played a significant statistical difference between the two 

groups: the second group (migraine positive) presented a 

higher incidence and severity of DB.

As illustrated in Figure 3, fecal DB was significantly more 

frequent in the second group (migraine positive): 86.88% 

vs 40% (p=0.0088). All the patients from the first group 

(migraine negative) with fecal DB displayed only mild forms, 

whereas those from the second group (migraine positive) had 

significantly increased fecal DB ranges (p=0.0009).

A study of MIDAS possible correlations was performed 

in the second group (migraine positive). As shown in 

Figure 4, MIDAS correlated most significantly with GAD 

scores (r=0.83), showing a very strong correlation. A good, pos-

itive correlation was observed with DB (r=0.56), FM (r=0.46), 

and FA (r=0.41) and a very weak correlation was seen with 

CPP (r=0.03).

As depicted in Figure 5, we also observed a good cor-

relation between DB, MIDAS, and GAD scores (r=0.5) in 

the migraineurs group.

Discussion
Chronic headache, such as migraine, along with other extra-

digestive comorbidities such as FM, CPP, interstitial cystitis, 

insomnia, depression, and anxiety is reported to be fre-

quently associated with IBS.25,26 Some authors found out that 

IBS subjects displayed a twofold increasing risk of somatic 

comorbidities, possibly in the context of an overlapping 

pathophysiological pathways; more than 65% of patients 

presented association to FM, CPP, and chronic fatigue 

syndrome.27 In our series, 80% of the migraine-positive 

patients experienced extradigestive comorbidities like FM, 

CPP, and anxiety. Are these conditions just coincidentally 

associated, or is there some link between? The hypothesis of 

Table 1 Clinical data flowchart in IBS patients

Migraine negative Migraine positive p-value

age (years) 39.00±5.63 39.47±4.05 0.7964
cPP 0.60±0.51 1.27±0.59 0.0026
FM 0.28±0.50 1.44±0.92 0.0002
Fa 0.33±0.49 1.27±0.80 0.0006
gaD score 4.20±1.26 8.13±3.85 0.0008
alcohol abuse 13.3% 33.3% 0.2027
Drug abuse 6.6% 20% 0.2880
iBs-D 33.3% 40% 0.7081
iBs-c 53.3% 46.6% 0.7182
iBs-M 13.3% 13.3% 1

Notes: all numerical values are expressed as mean ±	sD unless indicated otherwise. 
p-values in bold represent statistically significant difference.
Abbreviations: CPP, chronic pelvic pain; FA, food allergy; FM, fibromyalgia; GAD, 
generalized anxiety disorder; iBs, irritable bowel syndrome; iBs-c, constipation-
predominant iBs; iBs-D, diarrhea-predominant iBs; iBs-M, alternating constipation/
diarrhea (mixed) iBs.
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affective spectrum disorders (ASD) suggests that IBS, FM, 

migraine, and other psychiatric and medical disorders share 

some causality conditions, based on the clinical observation 

of responsiveness to the same chemical classes of antidepres-

sants, possibly related to familial aggregation and genetic 

similarities.28 Many researches provided us with increasing 

evidence of functional pain syndrome (FPS), which associ-

ates IBS, migraine, FM, CPP, and many other conditions 

that share many genetic particularities, neuroimaging 

aspects, and some therapeutical response. Polymorphisms 

in the catechol-O-transferase gene seem to be associated 

with FPS, favoring the hypothesis of genetic involvement. 

Since these conditions show an important overlapping side, 

researchers move on and shift this model with that of a 

chronic sensitivity syndrome. In the end, all these functional 

complaints are a phenotypic expression of multiple interrela-

tions between genetic predictors and other environmental 

factors that act as triggers.29,30 Since hereditary aggregation 

and genetic particularities are difficult to manage yet, a 

practical approach of FPS, based on environmental factors 

study, could be a possible lead to a better understanding of 

this issue. Thus, we have focused our research on finding out 

answers to some common questions, and to our knowledge, 

this is the first study addressing this issue. Could stress and 

anxiety act as triggers for relapsing of IBS and migraine 

attacks as well? Last decades have shown evidence based 

on functional brain imaging and morphometric studies dem-

onstrating an association between IBS, FM, and stress, with 

the increasing of the hypothalamic activity. An increased 

response to stimuli in the insula and anterior cingulate 

cortex was observed, revealing a possible way of brain–

gut connection.31 Regarding migraine and mood disorders, 

many researchers focused more on depression, underrating 

the importance of anxiety.32,33 Quite contrarily, according to 

other studies, the prevalence of anxiety among migraineurs 

seemed to be higher than the prevalence of depression.34,35 

High rates of anxiety have been reported among patients 

Figure 1 Presence and severity of comorbidities: gaD, Fa, DB, cPP, and FM in (A) migraine-negative group and (B) migraine-positive group.
Abbreviations: CPP, chronic pelvic pain; DB, dysbiosis; FA, food allergy; FM, fibromyalgia; GAD, generalized anxiety disorder.

Figure 2 severity of anxiety (gaD) in iBs research participants.
Abbreviations: gaD, generalized anxiety disorder; iBs, irritable bowel 
syndrome.

Table 2 Biological flowchart in IBS research participants

Migraine negative Migraine positive p-value

hb (g/dl) 12.58±0.81 12.44±0.75 0.6287
l/mm3 7.49×103±0.73×103 7.20×103±0.7×103 0.3725
Plt/mm3 257.33×103±55.25×103 276.33×103±73.11×103 0.4287
alT (iU/l) 29.67±1.44 26.07±1.73 0.1207
creat (mg/dl) 0.76±0.09 0.80±0.09 0.25
gl (mg/dl) 87.13±7.22 88.33±5.73 0.6180
esr (mm/h) 9.73±3.08 9.60±3.14 0.9073
DB 0.60±0.51 1.8±1.15 0.0009

Notes: all numerical values are expressed as mean ±	sD. p-value in bold represents 
statistically significant difference.
Abbreviations: alT, alanine transaminases; creat, creatinine; DB, dysbiosis; esr, 
erythrocyte sedimentation ratio; gl, glucose; hb, hemoglobin; iBs, irritable bowel 
syndrome; l, leucocytes; Plt, platelets.
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with chronic pain syndrome, as well.36 A recent cohort 

Canadian study concluded that there is a robust association 

between anxiety disorder and migraine, where debilitating 

pain and limitation in instrumental activities of daily living 

could be mediators in this relationship.37 From the clinician 

perspective, a lot of flare-ups in both migraineurs and IBS 

patients are related to stress mismanagement and anxiety. 

Our results support these observations very well, suggest-

ing a close connection between anxiety, IBS, and migraine, 

with a strong correlation between MIDAS and GAD scores. 

In this series, patients with IBS and associated migraine 

displayed not only higher rates of anxiety but also tended 

to be more exposed to alcohol and drug abuse. Intestinal 

microbiota and its genetic footprint have already been 

intensively studied. Many papers highlight DB implication 

not only in many local IBS complaints (abdominal pain, 

bloating and altered bowel habits) but also in modulation 

of enteral reactivity, signaling process, and dialogue in the 

brain–gut connection.38 Is it possible for some patients to 

develop an alteration of enteral permeability, with changing 

of the local immune response, resulting in a modification 

of local microbiota?39 Since intestinal DB is involved in 

many pathophysiological pathways in IBS, could micro-

biota also play a role in migraine-associated comorbidity? 

It seems that gut–brain axis (GBA) goes bidirectional when 

it comes for microbiota: either via signaling channels from 

gut microbiota to CNS, or inversely, from CNS to entero-

colonic microbiota via different communication pathways. 

In fact, there are complex interactions going both ways, 

IBS being a good example of a twisted cross talk between 

gut and brain. This communication system between gut and 

brain transcend the simple maintenance of digestive homeo-

stasis, having far more implications regarding affectivity, 

motivation, and cognition, where complex mediators are 

involved. A recent prospective study has shown interest-

ing evidence that independent gut to brain and brain to gut 

pathways operate in IBS and functional dyspepsia. After 

1 year survey, they were able to demonstrate the odds of 

anxiety development in patients with IBS and conversely 

the odds of IBS development in patients with anxiety.40,41 

There are studies observing a higher level of circulating 

mediators like cytokines, including TNF-alpha, suggesting 

a possible low grade of gut inflammation, with involvement 

of eosinophils and mast cells, which could explain several 

neuropsychological comorbidities associated to IBS.42,43 

Thus, GBA acts as a network program, involving many 

parties, including autonomic and enteric nervous system, 

also hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis, integrating 

and monitoring a lot of data in order to realize a complex 

communication with different channel drives and multiple 

functions.44,45 In this view, our results showed a good positive 

correlation between MIDAS and DB severity, hypothesizing 

Figure 3 study of DB severity in iBs patients.
Abbreviations: DB, dysbiosis; iBs, irritable bowel syndrome.
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Figure 4 MiDas correlations with DB, FM, Fa, gaD, and cPP in migraine-positive 
patients.
Abbreviations: cPP, chronic pelvic pain; DB, dysbiosis; Fa, food allergy; FM, 
fibromyalgia; GAD, generalized anxiety disorder; MIDAS, migraine disability.

Figure 5 Fecal DB correlations: MiDas and gaD in migraine-positive patients.
Abbreviations: DB, dysbiosis; gaD, generalized anxiety disorder; MiDas, 
migraine disability.
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the fact that microbiota disruption could also play a role 

(either pathogenic or as a cofactor) in associated migraine 

in IBS patients.

Food intolerance or allergy can sometimes trigger migraine 

attacks as well as IBS relapse. In some cases, there are imme-

diate attacks after ingestion of some food containing nitric 

oxide mediators, that act as vasodilators, while others experi-

ence more delayed attacks, like migraines, related to releasing 

of specific peptides or immune response.46,47 The present 

study reported a good positive correlation between severity 

of migraine (MIDAS) and FA, opening an interesting dis-

cussion about the possible implications of dietary triggers. 

Will using low fermentable oligosaccharides disaccharides 

monosaccharides and polyols (FODMAP), via microbiome 

changing metabolism, also results in alleviating the migraine 

severity along with symptoms characterizing IBS?48

Alterations in HPA axis regulation in response to stress, 

resulting in behavioral and peripheral changes, could trigger 

the onset of different diseases or disease progression, like 

depression/anxiety disorders, hyperalgesia, FM, and chronic 

fatigue syndrome.49 Some clinical evidence support the 

hypothesis of gut microbiota implication via GBA program 

in depression/anxiety disorders, as well.50 It is yet not so 

easy to draw a clear line in the relationship between the two 

issues migraine and IBS: either a simple conjoint association 

or really interdependent.51 Our results revealed good positive 

correlations between microbiota (DB range) and severity 

of anxiety (GAD) in patients having IBS and associated 

migraine attacks. Thus, microbiota seems to be bidirectionally 

implicated in this GBA complex program; it looks that its 

dysregulation could intervene not only in the aggravation of 

IBS status but also in the setting of migraine severity. From 

this point, there is just a short step to the next question: is it 

possible to adjust the medical treatment and prevent migraine 

attack in patients with IBS by simply using probiotics? 

A recent randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled pilot 

study that investigated the effects of probiotics on anxiety/

depression in patients with IBS concluded that after 6 weeks 

of daily consumption, there were good results with reduction 

in depression scores and decrease in limbic reactivity in the 

brain.52 Many hypotheses related to this challenging issue 

remain subject to debate for future research.

Limitations
A limitation of the present study could be related to the 

small number of the research participants. Selection criteria 

concerning enrollment of non-severe forms of migraine 

could also be a limitation. Further studies, in larger cohorts, 

approaching more severe forms of migraine, should determine 

the validity of these results, which seemed to us to be very 

representative and well correlated.

Conclusion
Young female patients having migraine without aura, asso-

ciated with IBS, displayed several other comorbidities: 

anxiety, intestinal DB, FAs, FM, and CPP at a higher range of 

severity. In this series, the severity of migraine was positively 

well correlated with anxiety and DB range and moderately 

correlated with FM and FAs.
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